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Bansainong Compact
Binoculars for Adults
Bird Watching Hunting

$99.99

【Ceagleeye-For Hunting 】 Is just like our
brand name,Ceagleeye is a HD professional
adult binoculars for hunting bird watching.
The shape of the high power 12×32 binoculars
re�ects the excellent ergonomics design, so
that your hand can comfortably and
powerfully and quickly follow the prey.,
weighing only 1.1 pounds. It makes it easier for
you to track and run. This is the best
lightweight compact binoculars for hunting
bird watching.
【Big Eyepiece, Clearer】20mm big eyepiece
-HD fmc lens -Bak4 prism and 282 feet/1000
yards �eld of view can make it easier to see
the distance of the target and get the action
of the target faster and easier. The powerful
light transmittance is as high as 99.5%. You
can enjoy breathtaking comfort and clarity.
Having a low-light night vision ensures that
you can see clearly in low-light
environments,but not in total darkness.This is
the best binoculars for hunting stargazing
and planets
【Strong survivability】This internal focusing
roof prism binoculars is a professional adult
hunting binoculars. The environmental
protection rubber armor is non-slip, IPX7
nitrogen-�lled and waterproof, with a
powerful anti-fog coating and O-ring sealed
optical components. It can be used in any
harsh weather conditions whether it is in the
Arctic or the desert. Shockproof and impact
resistant performance, very suitable for
outdoor travel binoculars.

Category: Tool Sets

10X is the most suitable magni�cation for hand-held observation

This is only 1.52 pounds, and has a 23mm big eyepiece

The thumb indentation design on the back of the fuselage makes your eyes and hands feel very
comfortable.

16.5 mm using a high-quality large BAK4 prism, before and after the high-de�nition 
FMC lenses are coated with a broadband multilayer coating

so that you can watch very clearly and sharply without chromatic aberration.

This is also a low light night vision binocular for adults. It can work in low light environment (early
morning or late afternoon), but not for completely darkness.

So this is a very professional high power binoculars for bird watching, binoculars for hunting binoculars
for stargazing and planets .It’s perfect for outdoor activities
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Involux Products Flat
Panel LED Small

Flood Light

$90.00
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fusheng wrenches

$9.90
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DTDP Tool Box, TSTAK
II, Flat Top

(DWST17807)

$19.95
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BEIGESUN Wide
Plastic Kitchen Pantry

Cabinet

$26.00
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